Control-M Output Management®
Quickly and securely collect, distribute, and archive reports from multiple platforms

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Control-M Output Management automatically collects and saves data and reports from multiple systems, for easy archiving, retrieval, personalization, distribution and printing.

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Business users, partners, auditors and customers need quick access to the most relevant information. Collecting data, formatting and distributing reports, managing report access, and archiving reports for future access is often a muddled, time-consuming process.

BMC SOLUTION
Control-M Output Management allows users to quickly collect data from multiple systems, create and format personalized reports, and archive saved reports for as long as needed, allowing quick, secure access and efficient, low-cost distribution to end users. When complemented with Control-M Output Management Web Access, it provides anytime, anywhere access for authorized business users through a web interface.

KEY FEATURES
Control-M Output Management allows you to easily collect, archive, and distribute reports.

Collecting - Collects reports from various platforms and applications in multiple output formats and saves in the central IBM® z/OS®-based repository, adding data protection facilities, compression and automated migration to cost-effective storage media

Archiving - Archives reports according to predefined retention criteria

Viewing and distributing - Enables online report viewing and editing, and automatic distribution of saved reports, or selected pages or sections, to appropriate end users

KEY BENEFITS
Quickly collect relevant data with automated output capture

Enhance the security and integrity of stored data

Minimize the space and cost required for storing reports

Securely distribute reports or report sections

Reduce printing and report distribution costs

Answer strict compliance requirements

Quickly access and distribute reports, invoices, statements, and other business documents using Control-M Output Management.
PRODUCT DETAILS

Control-M Output Management automates every aspect of report management—regardless of the source application, originating platform, storage medium, or report format. This includes report collection, compression, processing, assignment to specific users, archiving, distribution and housekeeping. Business users can access application-generated documents, such as invoices and customer billing statements, or tabular reports, such as trial balances and inventory, from familiar 3270-based interfaces—TSO, ISPF, or VTAM applications, or web interface – if Control-M Output Management Web Access is deployed.

Fully automated:
Eliminate the need to run sweep jobs with fully automated output capture.

Secure access:
Assign permissions to users and groups to access full reports or specific sections of reports.

Archived reports:
Access archived documents faster and optimize storage by putting fewer items in temporary storage.

Streamlined printing:
Format complex print streams to view and print content as a PDF on a local printer.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To learn more about Control-M Output Management, please visit bmc.com/it-solutions/control-m-mainframe